MSRR Review Working Group

13-14 November 2000
Orlando, FL
Draft Agenda
Monday 13 Nov

• 1300-1315  Admin and Introductions  LtCol Bjorkman
• 1315-1330  Overview  LtCol Bjorkman
• 1330-1350  DMSO Briefing  Gary Misch
• 1350-1420  Air Force Briefing  Cathy Diplacido
• 1420-1450  Army Briefing  Wanda Wharton
• 1450-1500  Break
• 1500-1520  Navy/USMC Briefing  Frank Valenzuela
• 1520-1540  BMDO Briefing  Maj. Ashworth
• 1540-1600  DIA Briefing  Kay Burnett
• 1600-1620  DSC Briefing  Keith Dean
• 1620-1645  Wrap-up  LtCol Bjorkman

Briefings should include the following: Past, current and projected Yearly expenditures (including civilian salaries), current status, upgrade plans, interoperability with other sites, current...
Draft Agenda
Tuesday 14 Nov

- 0800-0815  Overview       LtCol Bjorkman
- 0815-1000  Integrate answers*  Gary Misch
- 1000-1015  Break
- 1015-1030  Present Strawman Plan   Gary Misch
- 1030-1200  Guided discussion of plan    LtCol Bjorkman
- 1200-1300  Lunch (working)
- 1300-1500  Work on plan       All
  - May break into sub-working groups for this
- 1500-1600  Cross-check plan w/answers LtCol Bjorkman
- 1600-1700  Review action items/wrap up    Gary Misch

* Please be prepared to discuss the answers to the XMSO questions from your point of view. Gary Misch will facilitate this discussion to develop one set of answers to submit to the XMSO as a “checklist” for developing the new plan/roadmap. There is no need to come up with a set of responses to the questions ahead of time; however, if you have thoughts on the questions, you may submit them to Gary Misch ahead of time to use as a starting point for the discussion.
Overview

• Focus on developing integrated plan that answers questions raised by XMSOs
• Goal of this meeting is to produce a DRAFT plan
• Coordinate plan during November/December -- present to EXCIMS in January
XMSO Discussion

• MSRR costs
  – Navy spending too much?
  – Army spending too little?
  – Looks like about $3M collectively

• What functions are really needed? Can any be combined?
  – Knowledge manager
  – Webmaster
  – Calendar
  – Publicist
  – Content manager
  – Help desk?
XMSO Discussion, cont

• Three pieces to MSRR:
  - Participants
    • Sponsors
    • Customers
    • Anyone we’ve left out? J-8?
  - Infrastructure Architecture --> should this be DMSO focus?
    • One common server vs many?
  - Content
    • Classified vs unclassified
    • Common vs unique --> DMSO maintain common repository?

• Repository vs Registry??
• Don’t start over -- take the best of everything
XMSO Direction

• Focus on FY02 start for any initiatives

• Plan due to XMSO’s in December; EXCIMS in Jan 01

• Standardize information and interfaces on individual websites

• Propose several different registry architectures
  – DMSO vs Executive Agent
Integrate Answers

• Should the MSRR be changed from a “resource repository” to a “resource registry?” This would not preclude actual resources from residing on MSRR nodes, but would change the focus to what has actually been implemented.
Integrate Answers

• How much is each MSRR development program spending on the MSRR program? (DMSO, DIA, C4ISR, Navy, Army, AF, MEL, BMDO)? Should be subdivided into development, sustainment, and manpower costs.
Integrate Answers

• Will DMSO match Service MSRR expenditures in an effort to bring all MSRR’s to a higher level of quality? (up to a maximum of $1M total)
Integrate Answers

• What does the MSRR roadmap look like? What are the planned upgrades and timeline to support that schedule?
Integrate Answers

• Is DMSO currently cataloging Joint and OSD resources? If so, when will the Services be granted access to search that catalog?
Integrate Answers

• When does DMSO plan on having an operational search that will allow cross-node search of all MSRR’s?
Integrate Answers

• What is DMSO doing to share MSRR developed software? Also, have you looked at the Service MSRR software to see if you might be able to leverage off of some of their developments?
Integrate Answers

• What are your future plans for interoperability of all nodes? Does it require the Services to adopt authentication and authorization software (A&A) which the Services have indicated they do not want to implement?
Integrate Answers

• What is DMSO doing to avoid duplication of MSRR development efforts? What is DMSO doing to leverage the MSRR efforts of others?
Integrate Answers

• Will the Defense/Industry Resource Repository (DIRR) leverage off of the current MSRR efforts? What is being done with the DIRR community?
Integrate Answers

• How effective is the MSRR Board of Directors in doing MSRR work?
Integrate Answers

- What areas of MSRR development is DMSO happy with? What is DMSO unhappy with?
Integrate Answers

• Who plans to develop and populate a SIPRNET node of the MSRR?